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Line 6000 Evolution Barrier Washers
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Barrier Washers

Shaping
the effortless laundry

Innovation is our watchword,
premium performance our promise
Cutting-edge ergonomics

Hygiene Matters

A synthesis of ergonomics
and human-centered design,
for exceptional user experience.

Hygiene-enhancing systems
protect your team and end-users,
giving you peace of mind.

More gain, less strain

Real-time solutions

Outstanding productivity
and optimal results thanks
to intuitive, user-friendly,
smart technology.

Monitor and pro-actively
enhance equipment performance
from wherever you are.
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Leaders in Ergonomic
Certification
We know that repetitive tasks such as reaching, bending and pouring can take their
toll, leading to fatigue and reduced productivity. Our human-centered designs focus
on the physical and cognitive interaction between user and equipment. This enhances
safety, improves productivity, and provides an all round effortless experience.

The first
to obtain
ergonomic
certification
Ergonomic interventions
can reduce work-related
musculoskeletal disorders
(WMSDs) by 59%, with an
average decrease of 75% in
sick days and a 25% increase in
productivity.
Washington State Department of Labor & Industries

Human centered
design for
outstanding
productivity gains
with minimal effort
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Designed with international
standards of excellence in mind
to achieve the highest level of safety
and technical certifications.

Experience

4-stars
Our Barrier Washers
have earned the
prestigious 4-star rating
for ergonomics, an
international certification.
This means they have been usertested to make sure your operators
will feel reduced tension and strain,
so they—and your business—can
thrive.

Proven to reduce musculoskeletal
disorders as a result of body analysis
trials whilst operating machinery.
User-appliance synergy based
on years of testing the interaction
between operator and appliance
to create an intuitive and effortless
experience.
360° human-centered certified
design at the core of the rigorous
developement process.

Opening our Barrier Washer
doors has never been so
smooth... It's even easier
than opening your car door!

40 N

70 N
Force of 40 Netwton (N) for Line
6000 Evolution Barrier Washers

...compared to 70 Netwton (N)
to open a car door.
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Enhanced usability,
superior safety
At the heart of every Electrolux Professional solution, there is the user. Every innovation is
aimed at improving usability, easing the workload and enhancing safety. One example
is our new ergonomic door, which now features an automated locking system for
improved handling.

Dedicated access
for loading soiled laundry

Optimal height
Thanks to its new ergonomic handle,
the door is suited to people of all heights.
This facilitates the loading and unloading
process, reducing the strain for the user.

Easy fit, easy access
Ergonomically enhanced for easy
access and optimal safety operation,
the large stainless-steel door has a
wide-angle opening of just under 180°.

Built around your needs
All models can be ordered with either
leftward or rightward opening options,
allowing the appliances to be fitted in
all room configurations.

Space-saving design
Thanks to its compact footprint, the
appliances can be fitted into the
smallest of areas, optimizing space and
improving the working environment.

Automatic
Door
Locking
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Lightening the
workload
Our new external door handle
with built-in locking device
locks/unlocks automatically
the door before/after the
washing cycle. This improves
handling significantly, making
loading and unloading so
much easier.

Ergonomics meets
smart technology
Ergonomically designed and fitted with
our innovative Indexing System, the inner
drum locks automatically, guaranteeing
correct positioning during loading and
unloading operations. This enhances
user-safety and improves workflow
significantly.

Everything under
your control with

COMPASSPRO

The Compass Pro® boasts a large user-friendly
display with 40 preset and 15 customizable programs
in a choice of 15 languages. Short-cut buttons provide
quick access to frequently used programs.
The double Compass Pro® controller oversees and
monitors from the clean side the laundry process
thanks to an additional display communicating
program status, instructions and error messages.

New optimized inner
drum door locker
Thanks to its ergonomicallyenhanced large steel plate and
intuitive interface, the innerdrum door provides improved
handling and optimum safety.

Auto Inner
Door
Opening

Smart, Smooth, Safe
Our large inner-drum doors
make loading and unloading
exceptionally easy, while our
innovative opening mechanism
pre-opens the inner-drum
doors automatically at the
end of the wash cycle, so that
extracting wet linen is now
trouble free thanks to the
AIDO system.

Dedicated access
for unloading
clean laundry
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Germ-free hygiene
without compromise
Our cutting-edge barrier systems guarantee maximum hygiene at every
stage of the laundry process, providing round-the-clock peace of mind.

4
3
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Precise water quality control
The addition of a titration valve allows
water quality to be thoroughly analyzed
and hygiene monitored throughout the
wash cycle.

Hygiene
Watchdog
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Washing with the
right temperature/
detergent mix for
each textile family

Sorting and preparing to wash

Proper conditioning
and transporting
to the laundry

Collecting, pre-sorting
and storing of dirty
linen at source

Your Hygiene Partner
The Electrolux Professional Hygiene
Watchdog (HW) ensures full-cycle
completion so that all laundry is fully
washed and thoroughly decontaminated.
This guarantees maximum defense
against the spread of microorganisms
and cross infections, keeping germs at
bay and your mind at rest.
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CMIS

Constant hygiene
control for added
reassurance
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The Certus Management Information
SystemTM (CMIS) offers the highest level of
control and traceability by monitoring and
tracking each stage of the laundry process.

Drying and ironing
to be carried out quickly to
minimize re-contamination
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Proper protection of clean linen
and preparing for delivery
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Transporting clean
linen back to wards
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Proper storing
of clean linen
in wards

Refer to our
Laundry Cycle
Management
for more details
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Saving time,
delivering results
Performance-led design underpins our every innovation and the new Pullman-inspired
barrier washer range is no exception. Complemented by time and energy saving
features, the Evolution range is built to stand the test of time, guaranteeing productivity
gains and outstanding performance, year in, year out.

The perfect balance
Power
Balance

Achieve optimum stability,
fast, quiet wash cycles and
short drying times with our
unique Power-Balance feature.
Designed to extend washer
lifetime and reduce drying
costs, this performanceenhancing innovation
automatically detects and
rectifies unbalanced loads in
the washer drum by adjusting
distribution and spin speeds to
maximize water extraction.

A weight off your mind
Integrated
Savings

Optimize productivity by ensuring outstanding
results without wastage. With our Integrated
Savings technology, laundry is weighed
automatically and the weight digitally displayed
during loading. This not only saves time, energy
and resources but avoids overloading and
underloading, thereby extending washer lifetime.

Precision dosage
Efficient
Dosing

Reduce detergent consumption to a minimum for
maximum efficiency, significant cost savings and
a greener footprint. Thanks to our Efficient Dosing
feature, the precise amount of detergent and
water needed will be added automatically in
proportion to the weight of the load, eliminating
waste and boosting performance.

Cost-saving
innovation
helps you
save on water,
energy and
detergent
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Uncompromising
hospital hygiene
Caring for patients is
your mission, helping
you achieve it is ours!
Bedlinen, towels, napkins and clothing
harbour harmful germs and require
thorough and rigorous cleaning to
eradicate the risk of infection and
prevent cross-contamination.

When it comes to hygiene,
we never cut corners
Our laundry solutions ensure you have the
necessary tools to meet the very stringent
hygiene regulations governing laundry
processing in hospital, clinical environments
and contract laundries.

Global leader in
barrier laundry
solutions with more
than 190 installations
every year.
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Protecting
the protectors
We’ve got it covered
Whether you require advanced or
specialized cleaning of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE: turnout gear,
masks, boots, etc) or the laundering of
workout gear, our wide range of wash
programs provides targeted solutions.

Round-the-clock protection
Our decontamination systems
significantly reduce the dangerous
health risks posed by exposure to
carcinogens and other toxic substances.
Effective decontamination also helps
preserve the protective integrity of PPE
fabrics, safeguarding your team day
after day.

Protect your
firefighters by
ensuring all
PPE is properly
decontaminated.

Preventing cleanroom
contamination
Robust, rigorous and reliable
In pharmaceutical, microelectronics
and food industries, exposure to
microparticles and micro-organisms
poses a significant contamination risk.
To ensure the safety of your process,
all protective clothing must undergo
rigorous cleaning.
Robustly built to comply with strict
international standards, our barrier
washers offer the perfect solution
for all your cleanroom needs.

Did you know that
the human body can
generate between
1-5 million 0.5µm
particles per minute
when moving?
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Essentia
Teamed to serve you.
Anytime, anywhere
Essentia is the heart of superior Customer Care, a dedicated service that ensures
your competitive advantage. Provides you with the support you need and takes care
of your processes with a reliable service network, a range of tailor-made exclusive
services and innovative technology.
You can count on more than 2,200 authorized service partners, 10,000 service
engineers in more than 149 countries, and over 170,000 managed spare parts.

Service network,
always available

Service agreements
you can trust

We stand ready and committed to support you
with a unique service network that
makes your work-life easier.

You can choose from flexible tailor-made service
packages, according to your business needs, offering
a variety of maintenance and support services.

Keep your equipment
performing
Undertaking correct maintenance in
accordance with Electrolux Professional
Manuals and recommendations is
essential to avoid unexpected issues.
Electrolux Professional Customer Care
offers a number of tailor-made service
packages. For more information contact
your preferred Electrolux Professional
Authorized Service Partner.

Watch
the video
and find out
more!
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Shaping
the effortless laundry
Line 6000 Evolution Barrier Washers

Drum volume (l)
Dry weight capacity (kg/lb)
G-factor

WB6-20

WB6-27

WB6-35

200

270

350

20/44

27/60

35/77

350

350

350

Width (mm-in)

915/36

1050/41,3

1270/50

Depth (mm-in)

1030/40,5

1030/40,5

1030/40,5

Height (mm-in)

1620/63,8

1620/63,8

1620/63,8
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13
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Non-heated / Electric / Direct steam / Indirect Steam / Low pressure steam / Electric & steam / Gas
Number of detergent signals
Detergent box
CompassPro
Double Compass Pro
Integrated Weighing System
Power balance
Automatic Inner Door Opening (AIDO)
Double drain valve
End of cycle alarm
Stainless steel body
Third water
Left / right door opening
Titration valve
Certus Management Information System (CMIS)
Bumper
Clean room construction
Efficient Dosing System
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STANDARD

OPTIONAL

